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ITEM# 
B3170S/B317SE

RAISED TOILET SEAT
W/ ARMRESTS
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GENERAL EXPLANATION 

3.5” Seat Riser

Padded
Removable
Armrests

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Seat Assembly

Remove the Seat Riser, Armrests (2) and Hardware 

(2 bolts, 2 wing nuts, 4 washers) from the packaging.  

Armrests and Armrest Sockets are numbered. Match 

the Armrest to the corresponding Armrest Socket and 

push into each Socket until push pins click into place.  
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Remove existing toilet seat and lid from toilet by lifting caps at back of seat to reveal bolts.  

Using a flathead screwdriver, hold the bolt in place while twisting off the wing nut below 

the toilet rim.

Place the Seat Riser on the rim of the toilet bowl aligning the holes with the holes of the toilet.

Place the toilet seat and lid on top of the Seat Riser making sure to align all holes.

Add one washer to the bolt and insert it from the top through the toilet seat and lid, the 

Seat Riser and the toilet bowl rim. Then place the other washer onto the bolt and twist the 

wing nut onto the bolt.

Hold the bolt with the screwdriver and tighten the wing nut until secure. Do not overtighten. 

Repeat steps 4 and 5 on the opposite side.

When installed correctly, the Seat Riser should not move. 
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Installation

Inspect weekly for signs of damage or cracking.  Do Not Use if damaged.  
Contact your Lifestyle Mobility Aids Dealer immediately.

› The weight capacity for this product is 250 lbs evenly distributed.
› Always check that Seat Riser and Armrests are secure before each use.
› Users should always make sure weight is evenly distributed on seat and apply even pressure    
to each armrest when sitting or standing up from seat. Do not lean excessively to either side, 
  forward or backward.
› Users with limited physical strength should be supervised or assisted.

MAINTENANCE

Do not use abrasive cleansers or cloth to clean this product.

› Use a non-abrasive detergent or household cleaner with warm water and a soft cloth to clean.
› After cleaning, rinse thoroughly with warm water and dry with a soft cloth.

WARRANTY
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Limited Lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects. This warranty does not 
cover product failure due to misuse, negligence, improper storage or handling, 
improper operation or unauthorized modifications.

For Warranty Service, It is recommended but not required that the product be 
returned to the Rhythm Healthcare dealer through whom it was originally 
purchased. However, all Rhythm Healthcare Dealers are qualified to assist you in 
obtaining warranty service. 

If the product is to be returned to Rhythm Healthcare, prior authorization will be 
required. In the event of a defect covered by this warranty, Rhythm Healthcare will 
determine if the product will be repaired or replaced.  

This Rhythm Healthcare product is identified by a serial or lot number label at the 
time of manufacture. Removing or defacing the label may void this warranty. 
 
If you have questions about your Rhythm Healthcare product or this warranty, please 
contact us at contactus@rhythmhc.com.


